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Abstract

. Introduction

The article examines how environmental concerns

This article focuses on environmental conse-

of mining can be addressed under the Minerals

quences of mining of minerals, as distinguished

“ct, the Planning and ”uilding “ct and the Pollu-

from stone quarries. The environmental conse-

tion Control “ct, as well as potential efects of the
principles set out in the Nature Diversity “ct. One
objective of the article is to contribute to a discussion of distribution of power and responsibility for
management of ecosystem services among central
public authorities, local communities and market
actors. The regulatory and administrative regime
established to address environmental concerns
does not seem to be up to speed with the challenges
posed by the increased interest in mineral mining
in Norway. The main weaknesses identiied are
related to the Norwegian regime s reliance on local authorities in mineral mining cases, the unclear

quences of the mining are obvious the environmental interferences associated with accessing
the minerals, industrial activities to process the
minerals, the transportation infrastructure needed, and the deposit of mining waste. Norway has
a long history of mining, with the Røros copper
mine listed as a World Heritage Site and the
Kongsberg silver mine as prime examples. The
environmental consequences of the Røros mining activities are still very much present in the
area, in particular the absence of forests due to
use of wood in the mining process until the late

division of competence between local authorities,

s.

mining authorities and environmental authorities,

The starting point for this article is the Min-

and the extent of devolution of power to public

erals “ct of

authorities without clear duties to impose and en-

of and searching for minerals and subsequent

force environmental requirements and conditions.

permits to explore and mine. The objective of the

The article also points out the particular problems
associated with marine waste deposits. Finally, it
observes that despite the important environmental consequences of mineral mining, the regulatory
framework does not signiicantly strengthen the
position of stakeholders with difuse interests or

which regulates the ownership

“ct is to promote and ensure socially responsible administration and use of mineral resources
in accordance with the principle of sustainable
development . Given the recent adoption of the
Mining “ct, it is of particular interest to look clos-

weak bargaining power.

* Research professor at the Fridtjof Nansen Institute,
Oslo. This paper is a part of the TUNDR“ project funded
by the Norwegian Research Council Environmentprogram,
/S /

See www.worldheritageroros.no/ in English . For
more details, see www.verdensarvenroros.no/ressursene/
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Lov om erverv og utvinning av mineralressurser mineralloven , June
no.
. “n English translation
of the “ct is available at www.regjeringen.no/upload/
NHD/Vedlegg/lover/mineralsact_translation_may
.
pdf.
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er at how the distribution of the responsibility for

and the ”ern Convention on the Conser-

environmental considerations has been divided

vation of European Wildlife and Natural Habi-

between mining authorities, local authorities and

tats

environmental authorities. The extent to which

Norway has also joined several treaties and EU

environmental considerations are relevant when

directives that are relevant to the treatment of

mining authorities exercise authority under the

mining waste, including the ”asel Convention

“ct will be explored in section . Municipalities

on the Control of Transboundary Movements of

are involved through land use planning deci-

Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal

sions, as well as environmental impact assess-

rective

ments section

from extractive industries, Directive

. Moreover, environmental au-

, in particular the Emerald Network .

, Di-

/ /EC on the management of waste
/

/

thorities are involved through pollution permits

EC establishing a framework for Community

and decisions regarding waste management, as

action in the ield of water policy as annexed to

well as their duty to ensure fulillment of en-

the “greement on the European Economic “rea

vironmental quality standards section

. The

, and the OSP“R Convention for the Pro-

principles set out in the Nature Diversity “ct,

tection of the Marine Environment of the North-

which apply to all relevant decisions of public

East “tlantic

authorities, will be explored separately section

indigenous rights or the international environ-

. One objective of this article is to contribute to

mental commitments. Such commitments will

a discussion of distribution of power and responsibility for management of ecosystem services

. This article does not focus on

only be mentioned briely where relevant.

on central authorities , local communities and

. The Minerals Act and environmental
considerations

market actors. The focus is on the legislative dis-

One general objective of Norwegian environ-

tribution of decision-making power, procedural

mental policy is to integrate environmental con-

functions and rights of participation in decision-

siderations in sector speciic legislation and the

making processes among the three groups of ac-

decision making procedures of relevant author-

tors section

ities. We may thus expect the Minerals “ct to

among public authorities with a primary focus

.

Norway has undertaken a number of inter-

contain environmental provisions, and to clarify

national commitments that are relevant to envi-

the extent to which and the procedures for how

ronmental impacts of mining activities. There has

environmental considerations shall be taken into

been signiicant discussion regarding the indig-

account. In accordance with the objective to en-

enous peoples rights in accordance with article

sure that mining activities respect the principle

of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
Convention No.

and articles

and

of ILO

concerning Indigenous

and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries
. The Sami population uses approximately
% of the area on the Norwegian mainland for

of sustainable development, section

of the “ct

states that
the administration and use of mineral resources pursuant to this “ct shall ensure
that the following interests are safeguarded

reindeer herding purposes. In addition, some international commitments may be relevant to the
direct environmental consequences of mining,
such as the European Landscape Convention

I. L. ”acker, Integrasjonsprinsippet er det noe bedre
alternativ? In ”acker, Fauchald and Voigt eds Pro Natura. Festskrift til Hans Christian ”ugge på -årsdagen Oslo,
Universitetsforlaget
pp.
.
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… b the nature foundation of Sami culture,

it cannot be interpreted as providing minimum

commercial activity and social life c the

obligations of result.

surroundings and nearby areas while op-

Owners and users of the property on which

erations are being carried out d the envi-

search and exploration of minerals is planned

ronmental consequences of extraction and

have the possibility of denying activities that

e long-term planning relating to subsequent

may cause damage of signiicance sections

use or reclamation of the area.

and

are also free to accept such activities, and noth-

“ccordingly, a broad range of environmental

ing would prevent those who want to search and

consequences are mandatory considerations

explore from entering into agreements whereby

when exercising public authority under the “ct.

compensation is paid for being allowed to carry

“ failure to take into account such consequences

out the activities. The term users is unclear. Is it

must be regarded as an error that could lead to

limited to those who have registered legal rights

the annulment of a decision to award a permit.

of use, or can it be extended to other groups of

It is made clear in the preparatory works that

users, such as those who use the area for recre-

other provisions of the “ct shall be interpreted in

ational purposes on a regular basis? The prepara-

light of section .5 One question is whether section

tory work is not clear on this point. On the one

also involves obligations of result, in the

hand, references to environmental protection

sense that a permit allowing serious deteriora-

indicate that a broad range of users could be rel-

tion of the surrounding environment can be in-

evant.8 On the other hand, an obligation to obtain

validated as being contrary to section . While
the plain wording of section

consent from a broad range of undeined users

as quoted above

the terms shall ensure and are safeguarded

is a demanding task and is unlikely to be strictly

6

enforced. Moreover, the discussion in the prepa-

could indicate such an interpretation, the label-

ratory work of who should be notiied of search-

ling of the provision as a provision regarding

ing activities indicates a narrow approach to the

considerations , the linking of the provision
with section

user concept, limiting it to those user rights

on the objectives of the “ct, and

the way in which section

of the “ct . However, owners and users

that are comparable to full ownership. Hence, a

is described in the

claim from a local association of recreational us-

preparatory works lead to the conclusion that

ers or neighboring property owners that planned
search or exploration cannot be carried out until
they have consented is unlikely to succeed.

See Lov om behandlingsmåten i forvaltningssaker
February
Public “dministration “ct, an English
translation is available at www.ub.uio.no/ujur/ulovdata/
lov- -eng.pdf , sections , , and .
5
Ot.prp. nr.
Om lov om erverv og utvinning av mineralressurser mineralloven , p.
.
6
The oicial Norwegian wording Innenfor rammen
av § skal forvaltning og bruk av mineralressursene eter
denne lov ivareta hensynet til … .
Ibid. pp. ,
and
. However, the issue is not
discussed in any detail in the preparatory works. The initial proposal drafted by the Ministry of Trade and Industry in
did not contain any provision corresponding
to section , see www.regjeringen.no/nb/dep/nfd/dok/
horinger/horingsdokumenter/
/horingsnotat-mineral.html?id=
in Norwegian .

Once the explorer has concluded that minerals can be extracted on a commercial basis,
the explorer may enter into an agreement with
Ot.prp. nr.
Om lov om erverv og utvinning av mineralressurser mineralloven , pp.
.
See also pp.
and
where it is stated that reindeer
herders are to be regarded as users .
Ibid. p. . The term users was used in the previous
minerals legislation, and the preparatory works indicate
that the concept used in the new “ct should be interpreted in accordance with established practice, which favors
a narrow interpretation.
8
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the property owner if the minerals are privately

of imposing conditions when the explorer fulils

owned or seek an extraction permit if the miner-

the requirements of the provision.

of the

“gainst this background, we can conclude

“ct . If no agreement with the property owner is

that where the conditions for an extraction per-

possible, the explorer may seek permit to expro-

mit are fulilled and the explorer reaches agree-

priate chapter of the “ct . The explorer has an

ment with the property owner, there is limited

enforceable right to obtain an extraction permit

possibility for the mining authorities to impose

concerning minerals of the state once the appli-

environmental requirements unless the explorer

cant substantiates that the exploration area con-

needs an operating license section

tains a deposit of minerals owned by the State

of operations section

that is of such an abundance, size and nature that

er public authorities are direct owners they may

the deposit may be assumed to be commercially

require explorers to fulil environmental require-

viable, or to become commercially viable within

ments. Where the state is indirect owner through

a reasonable period of time section

of the

a state-owned enterprise e.g. through enterpris-

“ct . ”eyond the general rules of section of the

es such as Norske Skog , current practice indi-

“ct, there is no speciic requirement that environ-

cates that the enterprise will be free to decide

mental issues be taken into consideration when

whether to consent to the mining project solely

property owners enter into agreements with ex-

on the basis of commercial considerations. The

plorers or when the mining authorities decide on

extent to which environmental conditions will

permits to expropriate or extraction permits. The

be part of permits to expropriate depends on

mining authorities are allowed to impose condi-

whether explorers succeed in concluding agree-

tions in order to prevent or repair environmental

ments with property owners and users, and the

damages when permiting expropriation sec-

atitude of the mining authorities. The prepara-

tions

of the “ct . Expropriation would

tory work states that there have so far been few

generally be available only where the property

cases of expropriation and that few such cases

owner is opposed to mining activities on the

are expected to occur in the future.

als belong to the state sections

and

and

. Where the state or oth-

“ccording to section

property, and this may be the case when the

or a plan

of the “ct, operating

owner is concerned about environmental conse-

licenses are needed when the extraction of min-

quences. The preparatory work indicates that a

eral deposits is estimated at more than

broad range of environmental conditions can be

based on volume before extraction. The license

imposed in the expropriation permit. We may

may include conditions, in particular in order to

assume that conditions will correspond to the

promote the objectives stated in sections

concerns voiced by the property owner during

,

m

and

of the “ct. Such conditions would typically be

the negotiations with the explorer.
It is less clear whether environmental condi-

Ibid. p. .
Such practice consists of the statement of the object
of the enterprise as set out in its articles of association as
well as decisions of the management board of the enterprise, see lov om statsforetak “ugust
no.
“ct
relating to state-owned enterprises, an English translation is available at htp //www.ub.uio.no/ujur/ulovdata/
lov- -eng.html .
Ot.prp. nr.
Om lov om erverv og utvinning av mineralressurser mineralloven , p. .

tions may be imposed when the mining authorities issue extraction permits. The strict wording
of section

as well as its primary focus on the

distribution of permits among exploring parties
indicate that there should be limited possibility
Ibid. p.

.
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relevant in order to safeguard environmental in-

impose conditions in relevant permits can pos-

terests. “s the explorer will have to demonstrate

sibly be brought to courts with claims that ac-

the commercial viability of the project before ob-

tion is mandatory or that permits are invalid. “s

taining the extraction permit or when negotiat-

has been explained above, it would be diicult

ing with private parties, when arguing with lo-

to establish legal basis for such claims under the

cal authorities that they should accept the project

current “ct. ”ased on existing jurisprudence, it

through planning decisions see section

, and

is likely that Norwegian courts will reject claims

when convincing possible investors of the proit-

that public authorities have a duty to take certain

ability of the project, we may assume that the ex-

measures where the legal bases for such claims

plorer has signiicant incentives to provide high

are unclear.

estimates of the deposit, and thus to exceed the

that courts should play a more active part in en-

,

m limit. However, the explorer may in

some cases have signiicant incentives to provide
low estimates, in particular when the project is

”ut there are strong arguments

suring that public authorities comply with duties
to impose conditions as well as duties to act.

when the project will be carried out by the ex-

. Land use planning and environmental
impact assessment

plorer on the explorer s property. In such cases,

Mining activities cannot be carried out unless

the explorer could be able to start up the project

they are in accordance with existing municipal

without having to seek an operating license, and

land use plans. There are two categories of such

thus avoid burdensome environmental condi-

plans in Norway the general municipal mas-

tions. However, it is up to the mining authori-

ter plans and the speciic zoning plans . Such

ties to decide whether they trust the estimates

plans are adopted by elected municipal councils.

provided by the explorer, and to make the inal

While the master plans in general are drafted by

decision.

politicians and bureaucrats, the zoning plans are

controversial due to environmental impacts and

When the extraction is estimated at less than
,

m , but more than

m , the explorer

most often drafted by private parties, including
mining companies. “ zoning plan must be in

of

place for all major building and construction

the “ct . The mining authorities may in special

projects and other projects which may have sub-

cases require a plan of operations, and the plan

stantial efects on the environment and society

shall notify the mining authorities section

will have to be approved by the authorities be-

section

of the Planning and ”uilding “ct ,

fore extraction can begin. This makes it possible
for the authorities to ensure that environmental
considerations are taken into account. The mining authorities have no obligation to require such
plans.
The mining authorities have extensive powers to enforce their decisions and associated
conditions. However, there is no explicit duty
for the authorities to make use of their powers.
Omission to take action as well as omission to
Ibid. p.

.

See, in particular, Rt
p.
.
See J.E.“. Skoghøy, Kravene til søksmålsgjenstand,
partstilknytning og søksmålssituasjonen eter tvisteloven
noen grunnleggende spørsmål, in Lov og Ret,
,
pp.
.
See chapters
and
of the Planning and ”uilding
“ct of
Lov om planlegging og byggesaksbehandling,
June
no.
, English translation available
at www.regjeringen.no/en/doc/laws/“cts/planningbuilding-act.html.
Zoning plans may have to be drafted by public authorities where it has been decided in master plans that
such planning must be done in the form of area zoning
plans section
of the Planning and ”uilding “ct .
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which means that private parties must prepare

In order to secure coordination of planning

such plans before extraction of minerals but

at the municipal level, thematic regional plans

probably not before exploration.

and cooperation among municipalities are en-

The municipal master plans cover all areas

couraged. However, such planning and coop-

of the municipalities and deine the activities that

eration is in an early phase in all regions. Cur-

are permited. “ zoning plan may deviate from

rently, the regional level and other municipalities

the master plan section

of the “ct , and thus

essentially get involved during the drafting of

allow mining activities in areas that are intended

speciic plans for mining projects, in particular

for other activities according to the master plan.

during public hearings sections

The main function of the master plan in relation to

of the “ct and by raising objections against

mining is therefore to set aside areas for mining

planned projects sections

activities, rather than to prohibit mining activi-

the “ct .

to
and

of

ties from certain areas. The provisions concern-

“n environmental impact assessment EI“

ing municipal master plans contain no special

is mandatory for mining that involves extraction

category for mining. “reas for mining are identi-

of more than million m of mater or that afects

ied by the general land-use objective buildings

a surface area of more than . km . This duty

and installations , and the sub-objective raw ma-

to carry out EI“s applies in cases of drafting of

terial extraction section

of the “ct .

municipal master plans and zoning plans. In ad-

This sub-objective can be used for other raw ma-

dition, EI“s shall be carried out based on a case-

terial extractions than mineral mining. Hence, a

by-case assessment of impacts of the planned

proposal for a raw material extraction area in a

project, including impacts on protected areas,

municipal master plan may not alert stakehold-

wilderness, vulnerable species and nature types,

ers that mineral mining is planned.

and recreational use, as well as pollution. Some

no.

Municipalities need geological information

mining projects that would require operating li-

to be able to set aside the most promising areas

censes extraction of more than

for mining. Compared to Sweden and Finland,

not need to carry out EI“s.

,

m may

Norway falls behind in terms of mapping of min-

If the municipal council wants to list an area

eral resources. The current objective is to map

as raw material extraction in the municipal

% of the Norwegian mainland by

. So

master plan, the municipality has to carry out an

known metal de-

EI“ if the thresholds listed in the Government

posits in Norway, of which only three are subject

EI“ regulation are met. However, as the main

far, there are more than

to mining. The potential for increased mining is
consequently substantial.

Miljøverndepartementet, Temaveileder. Uttak av
mineralske forekomster og planlegging eter plan- og
bygningsloven
p. . “vailable at www.regjeringen.no/upload/MD/
/vedlegg/veiledninger/mineralske_forekomster/temaveileder_mineral.pdf Norwegian
only .
See Forskrift om konsekvensutredninger, FOR- - , § and annex I, section “. .
Ibid. §§ and , and annex II section .
Ibid. See also Miljøverndepartementet, Temaveileder.
Utak av mineralske forekomster og planlegging eter
plan- og bygningsloven
p. which indicates the
possibility of requesting the mining company to carry out

See Ot.prp. nr.
Om lov om erverv
og utvinning av mineralressurser mineralloven , p. ,
which states that extraction will generally require a zoning plan, while exploration normally will not require
such a plan.
See Norwegian Ministry of Trade and Industry, Strategy for the Mineral Industry Oslo,
p. . “vailable at
www.regjeringen.no/pages/
/strategyforthemineralindustry_
.pdf.
Ibid. p. .
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function of identifying areas as potential mining

equately assessed in the EI“ of the municipal

sites is to ensure that the areas are not irrevo-

master plan. It is unclear whether a decision

cably used for other purposes without serious

not to require a new EI“ can be subject to ad-

considerations of the areas value for mineral ex-

ministrative appeal or whether courts would ac-

traction, it may be diicult to determine whether

cept a claim that a new EI“ must be carried out.

EI“s are required i.e. is one of the thresholds

Hence, the duty to carry out an EI“ along with

met? and to carry out a thorough assessment

the master plan may have as a consequence that

based on extensive information about potential

environmental impacts of the speciic project are

impacts. Moreover, interested parties such as en-

not thoroughly assessed along with the zoning

vironmental NGOs may not be willing to spend

plan, and consequently that public participation

signiicant time and resources during such EI“s

remains inefective.

due to uncertainties regarding realization of the

The timing and quality of EI“s are essen-

project. Consequently, there is signiicant risk

tial to the requirements and conditions spelled

that an EI“ at this stage will sufer from weak-

out in the zoning plan. Zoning plans for mineral

nesses in terms of efectively addressing environ-

mines and the potential EI“s are generally the

mental concerns. Moreover, while the authority

responsibility of mining companies. There is no

to impose environmental requirements and con-

speciic procedure to check whether the EI“ and

ditions in municipal master plans is extensive

the zoning plan are of suicient quality beyond

sections

, such authority

the hearing processes and the possibility of rais-

may remain unused due to uncertainties regard-

ing objections. The mining companies main in-

ing realization of speciic projects and weak-

terests are presumably to maximize proits from

nesses of the EI“ process. Municipal authorities

the project and to reduce political risk as much

may introduce such requirements or conditions

as possible. While proitability may be increased

when revising the plan at a later stage, but such

by avoiding environmental requirements and

revisions cannot be applied to ongoing activities,

conditions in zoning plans, such a strategy may

i.e. activities that have obtained required permits

increase political risks, as public authorities may

sections

,

and

and

of the “ct .

engage in processes to impose requirements and

If an area has been set aside for raw mate-

conditions once they see the actual consequenc-

rial extraction purposes in the master plan and

es of the mining project. While some companies

an EI“ has been carried out, the starting point is

may emphasize short term proitability, others

that there is no duty to carry out a new EI“ along
with the zoning plan. The decision on whether
to nevertheless require an EI“ in these cases has
been placed with municipal authorities, which
are to determine whether the project was ad-

a more speciic EI“ as part of the process of adopting the
municipal master plan.
The fact that only three mines are operating despite
there being more than
metal deposits is illustrative,
see note above.
Forskrift om konsekvensutredninger, FOR- - ,§
and §
.

Miljøverndepartementet, Temaveileder. Utak av mineralske forekomster og planlegging eter plan- og bygningsloven
p. . There are no speciic guidelines
for EI“ of mining. The actors generally rely on the guidelines adopted for road construction, see Statens vegvesen,
Konsekvensanalyser. Veiledning, Håndbok
.
The municipality may require that the zoning plan
be adopted as an area zoning plan section
of the
“ct . In these cases, the responsibility for drafting the
plan would rest with the municipality.
This could be a particularly important problem for
EI“s in a small country such as Norway, with few actors
companies, consultancies and research institutions and
close contact between regulatory authorities and market
actors.
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may emphasize long term stability. Such deci-

and the EI“ were combined in one document of

sions are likely to depend on the characteristics

pages and presented to the municipal coun. The

of the project e.g. how long will the mining op-

cil, which accepted the plan on May

erations last , of the company e.g. whether it is

plan contains some brief provisions on environ-

locally incorporated , and of the public authority

mental issues regarding existing contaminated

e.g. whether it has signiicant resources and le-

soil, noise and dust. The Sami parliament and

gal expertise . In any case, absent a duty to carry

local reindeer herders raised objections against

out an EI“ and the associated public scrutiny,

the plan. The mediation process resolved some

environmental requirements and conditions are

of their concerns and remaining objections were

likely to be at a low level in zoning plans.

transferred to the Ministry of Local Government

EI“s and the planning decisions are closely

and Modernisation, which accepted the plan as

linked to pollution permits and waste treatment

adjusted after the mediation meeting. The mu-

issues. EI“s generally serve as bases for identify-

nicipality decided not to consider an objection

ing pollution and waste issues, and options for

from the Directorate for Fisheries regarding the

dealing with them. They also establish bases for

EI“ of marine waste deposits in the Repparjord

monitoring and decisions regarding compensa-

since it was submited after the deadline. This

tory measures. The planning decisions gener-

case demonstrates problems that are likely to

ally include requirements and conditions that

arise when municipalities make planning deci-

aim at preventing environmental damage from

sions in mining cases. Such problems include

pollution and waste, for example location of the

very signiicant commercial and economic inter-

mine and associated infrastructure, the extent to

ests, controversies related to impacts for the local

which mining activities have to be carried out un-

environment and existing economic and cultural

derground, and modes of extraction. Coordina-

activities, how to deal with complex assessments

tion between EI“s, municipal planning decisions

of environmental and social impacts, and the re-

and pollution permits decided by governmental

sponsibility of taking into account national inter-

authorities is therefore a challenging issue.

ests the jord in question had been identiied as

One recent case which may illustrate the

being of national interest . While municipalities

planning process is the mining company Nussir
“S“ s plans to reopen and extend a copper mine
in Kvalsund, a municipality in the county Finnmark with

inhabitants. This is a large-scale

project where mining is estimated to last for
years, and it is estimated to create approximately
permanent jobs and to generate annual revenue of NOK

million. The zoning plan

Ibid. p. lists a few options that may be considered
by municipal authorities, including in particular requirements that the project be carried out step-by-step in order to ensure environmental restoration as the project
proceeds.
Forskrift om konsekvensutredninger, FOR- - ,§ .

Relevant documents are available at www.nussir.no/
en_enviro_zoning.php in Norwegian .
The decision of the Ministry, dated
March
, is
available at www.regjeringen.no/upload/KMD/PL“N/
dokumenter/Nussir_vedtak.pdf in Norwegian .
The preparatory work of the Planning and ”uilding
“ct states that local authorities should take objections
into account if they relate to national interests, and that
the Ministry may reject a plan based on such objections,
see Ot.prp. nr.
Om lov om planlegging og
byggesaksbehandling plan- og bygningsloven plandelen , p.
. Despite the fact that the objections were related to a jord and a river that are recognized being of
national interests as habitats for salmon by a decision
of the Parliament see www.miljostatus.no/Tema/Ferskvann/Laks/Nasjonale-laksevassdrag-og-laksejorder/,
in Norwegian , both the municipality and the Ministry
decided to disregard the objections.
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have broad discretion when adopting plans, it

One question is whether treatment and de-

may not be easy to use such discretion to efec-

posit of mining waste should be dealt with in

tively safeguard environmental interests in ma-

the form of a pollution permit or a permit to

jor mining cases.

establish and operate a waste treatment facil-

. Pollution permits and waste deposits
The Pollution Control “ct

requires pol-

ity. The approach of Norwegian environmental
authorities has been to issue emission permits
that cover all emissions as well as waste treat-

lution permits for mining projects sections

ment. Such permits have until recently not taken

and

into account the use and emission of chemicals.

of the “ct and contains rules concern-

ing waste chapter

of the “ct . The Govern-

Norway implemented the EU Directive on the

ment Regulation on Pollution Pollution Regula-

management of waste from extractive industries

tion adopted under the “ct contains chapters

/

/EC by adding the chapter on mining

on noise and dust that determine the acceptable

waste to the Waste Regulation on

thresholds. It contains no speciic rules on pol-

Environmental authorities have decided to con-

lution or waste from mineral mining.

tinue the practice of regulating waste issues

In addition to direct environmental conse-

June

.

through pollution permits and not issue sepa-

quences from mining activities, which involve

rate decisions on waste treatment and disposal.

noise and dust, mineral mining may require the

One major problem of integrating waste issues

establishment of processing plants to extract the

into pollution permits is the risk of failure to ad-

minerals, in particular in cases of large mining

equately implement the Directive s deinition of

operations. Such processing plants frequently

waste facilities , not appropriately taking into

use chemicals e.g. flotation chemicals and

account that mining companies are operators

large quantities of water during processing. Such

of such facilities, and not implementing its provi-

processing generally results in large quantities

sion on permits to waste facility operators article

of mining waste, consisting of rock in various
qualities, chemicals, and water. The Government
Regulation on Waste Waste Regulation under
the “ct contains a separate chapter on mining
waste.

Lov om vern mot forurensninger og om avfall forurensningsloven
March
no. an English translation of the “ct is available at www.regjeringen.no/en/
doc/Laws/“cts/Pollution-Control-“ct.html?id=
.
Forskrift om begrensning av forurensning forurensningsforskriften , FOR- - - , chapters and .
Such thresholds were referred to in the zoning plan in
the Nussir case.
Ibid. chapter
regulates dumping at sea from ships,
and is not applicable to dumping through pipelines, such
as the one planned in the Nussir case, and chapter
regulates quarries and does not apply to mineral mining.
Forskrift om gjenvinning og behandling av avfall avfallsforskriften , FOR- - - , chapter .

See, e.g., permits issued to Rana Gruber in
as
updated in
and
, on ile with author , which
contained no regulation of emission of lotation chemicals, and the amended permit issued in
which contains such regulations available at www.norskeutslipp.
no/WebHandlers/PDFDocumentHandler.ashx?docume
ntID=
&documentType=T&companyID=
&aa
r= &epslanguage=no, in Norwegian .
The directive entered into force for parties to the
“greement on the European Economic “rea
, EE“
“greement as of “ugust
, see “nnex XX to the
“greement, footnote . The Waste Regulation does not
set speciic time limits for decisions of public authorities
to revise existing pollution permits section
of the
Regulation . The Directive had to be implemented by EU
member states before May
.
Section
of the Waste Regulation. See also the
permit mentioned in note
above, and Klima og
forurensningsdirektoratet [currently Miljødirektoratet],
Veileder for søknad om tillatelse til virksomhet eter
forurensningsloven. Landbasert industri, T“
/
,
pp.
.
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of the Directive . This is likely to have implica-

ties must implement through pollution permits.

tions for how mining companies organize their

Moreover, the Government Regulation on the

work with waste treatment and deposits, and for

Framework for Water Management Water Regu-

how companies and public authorities relate to

lation includes environmental quality standards

issues of responsibility and liability when min-

that are highly relevant for mineral mining. The

ing activities terminate. For example, will mining

quality standards established on the basis of the

companies be allowed to cease to exist even if the

Water Regulation must be implemented through

waste facility remains?

requirements or conditions in pollution permits.

Norwegian environmental authorities have

There are thus signiicant obligations to impose

broad discretion regarding the requirements and

requirements and conditions in pollution per-

conditions that may be included in pollution per-

mits according to the existing legislation.

mits sections

and

of the Pollution Control

“s to how the discretion has been carried

“ct . Moreover, the permits can be revised to

out, environmental authorities refrained from

take into account new or increased environmen-

regulating some important environmental im-

tal concerns or changed circumstances section

pacts of mineral mining until

, in particular

of the “ct . The main questions are whether

as related to marine waste deposits and emission

the authorities are under legal obligations to

of chemicals. Recent permits regulate the emis-

impose certain requirements or conditions, and

sion of chemicals, but the Norwegian Environ-

how their discretion has been used. “s to legal

ment “gency has decided that mining compa-

obligations, the Pollution Regulation implements

nies shall have signiicant lexibility to introduce

EU rules regarding noise Directive

/ /EC

new chemicals. There are particular problems

relating to the assessment and management of

associated with permits that allow marine waste

environmental noise and local air quality Di-

deposits, e.g. due to lack of control of where the

rective

/EC on ambient air quality assess-

waste is deposited, lack of knowledge regarding

ment and management . The Regulation estab-

environmental impacts of the waste, and prob-

lishes environmental quality standards that must

lems associated with monitoring and restoration.

be met, and the pollution permits are the main

While requirements and conditions in pollution

means of achieving compliance. The chapter on

permits generally contain elaborate regulation of

minerals waste of the Waste Regulation does not

land-based deposits of waste, there are so far few

set environmental quality standards, but it intro-

traces of requirements or conditions based on the

duces other substantive, procedural and institu-

Water Regulation in those parts of the permits

tional requirements that environmental authori-

that concern marine waste facilities.

Hans Christian ”ugge, Lærebok i miljøforvaltningsret, . ed., Oslo Universitetsforlaget,
, pp.
,
and Inge Lorange ”acker, Innføring i naturressurs- og
miljøret, . ed., Oslo Gyldendal,
, pp.
.
The Pollution Regulation s chapter on air quality
implements a number of more speciic directives as well.
However, it does not yet implement Directive
/ /EC
on ambient air quality and cleaner air for Europe, which
was entered into force for Norway on November
,
see “nnex XX to the “greement on the European Economic “rea
, footnote
.

Forskrift om rammer for vannforvaltningen, FOR- - , which implements Directive
/ /EC
of establishing a framework for Community action in the
ield of water policy, as well as more speciic directives.
See also article . of the Directive on the management
of waste from extractive industries
/ /EC .
See the pollution permit issued to Sydvaranger Gruve
“S of “pril
on ile with author .
See decision of
December
of Klima- og forurensningsdirektoratet, Endrede krav til utslippskontroll,
p. on ile with author .
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Mineral mining companies are vulnerable

problematic that the Waste Regulation does not

to world market prices. Experience shows that

address issues of particular importance to ma-

companies may have signiicant need to adjust

rine waste facilities. The knowledge regarding

production. This means that they may seek re-

environmental impacts of processing chemicals,

vision of the terms of pollution permits, in par-

the lexibility of mining companies to introduce

ticular when they set strict limits regarding use

new chemicals, and the fact that waste containing

of chemicals or amounts of waste. Practice has

heavy metals has not been speciically regulated

shown that applications for revisions are fre-

in pollution permits remain signiicant concerns.

quently submited late, and that, despite the
low number of mining companies, Norwegian

. The Nature Diversity Act

environmental authorities have been very slow

Chapter II of the Nature Diversity “ct

sets

in processing such applications. Hence, compa-

out objectives and principles that apply regard-

nies and environmental authorities may end up

less of the legislation according to which decisions

having a common interest in lexibility regarding

are made section

revision of permits and monitoring of compli-

concern knowledge regarding impacts on eco-

ance, to the disadvantage of environmental con-

systems and species, the precautionary principle,

cerns.

ecosystem approach and cumulative efects, the

of the “ct . The principles

“gainst this background, the main concern

user-pays principle, and environmentally sound

regarding the Norwegian reliance on pollution

techniques and methods of operation. Hence,

permits is that they do not appropriately take

decisions under the Minerals “ct, the Planning

into account the fact that mining companies

and ”uilding “ct, and the Pollution Control “ct

must be regarded as operators of waste facilities

must make reference to relevant principles and

and that they fail to suiciently address environ-

indicate how they have been considered.

mental issues regarding marine waste facilities.

In light of the competence of mining authori-

The later is closely related to EI“s. In general,

ties to impose requirements and conditions, as

there have been signiicant controversies related

well as the concerns identiied above regarding

to the quality of information and assessments of

local planning decisions and pollution permits,

marine waste issues in EI“s. Moreover, marine
deposits raise signiicant challenges regarding
monitoring. “s a consequence, public authorities have been relying heavily on information obtained from mining companies regarding compliance with the requirements and conditions set
out in pollution permits. Given the reliance on
marine deposit of mining waste in Norway, it is
The main examples are recent revisions of permits to
Rana Gruber. Relevant documents on ile with author.
See the account of the Nussir case above.
See the monitoring reports regarding Sydvaranger Gruver and Rana Gruber, available at www.norskeutslipp.no/no/Listesider/Virksomheter-med-utslipps
tillatelse/?s= &t=Mineralsk+industri,+unntat+pukkve
rk in Norwegian .

Lov om forvaltning av naturens mangfold naturmangfoldloven
June
no.
an English translation of the “ct is available at www.regjeringen.no/en/
doc/laws/acts/nature-diversity-act.html?id=
. Regarding the objectives set out in sections and of the
“ct, see Miljøverndepartemenetet, Veileder. Naturmangfoldloven kapitel II. “lminnelige bestemmelser om bærekraftig bruk en praktisk innføring,
, p. .
The second sentence of section states that decisions
shall state how these principles have been applied . For
more details, see Miljøverndepartementet, Temaveileder.

Utak av mineralske forekomster og planlegging eter
plan- og bygningsloven
pp.
, Klima- og forurensningsdirektoratet, Veileder for søknad om tillatelse
til virksomhet eter forurensningsloven. Landbasert industri, T“
/
, p. , and Miljøverndepartementet,
Veileder. Naturmangfoldloven kapitel II. “lminnelige
bestemmelser om bærekraftig bruk en praktisk innføring,
, pp.
.
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we may ask whether there are certain elements

tion and long term efects of waste deposits. The

of the principles set out in the Nature Diversity

precautionary principle is consequently relevant

“ct that are particularly important for decisions

to decisions regarding waste facilities section

regarding mineral mining. “s to the mining au-

of the “ct . Moreover, coastal ecosystems are

thorities, their duty to take into account environ-

generally subject to signiicant human use, and

mental impacts must be considered in light of

the ecosystem approach and cumulative efects

the provision concerning the knowledge base for

must be taken into account when considering

decisions section of the Nature Diversity “ct .

pollution permits in coastal areas section

“nother issue of particular interest is the compe-

the “ct .

of

tence of mining authorities to require inancial

The above listing of relevant decisions and

security for measures needed to clean up the site

associated principles of the Nature Diversity “ct

or carry out safety measures section

of the

is by no means exhaustive. It is an illustrative list

Minerals “ct . This competence is closely relat-

of considerations that must be taken and spelled

ed to the user-pays principle section

of the

out in the relevant decisions. While national en-

Nature Diversity “ct . Moreover, their decisions

vironmental and mining authorities seem to have

on which mineral resources to be surveyed and

signiicant focus on the principles of the Nature

extracted are closely related to the ecosystem ap-

Diversity “ct, municipalities do not yet seem to

proach and cumulative efects section

pay signiicant atention to the principles in their

of the

“ct . Finally, their decisions regarding technology to be used during exploration and extraction are closely related to environmentally sound

decisions.

. Concluding remarks

techniques and methods of operation section

While mining used to be an essential economic

of the “ct .

activity in Norway, it has been of minor im-

“s to planning and building authorities,

portance in recent decades. Increasing mineral

challenges regarding lack of knowledge and

prices, access to marine transportation, the pos-

ability or willingness to check the reliability of

sibility of marine waste deposits, the need to

assessments undertaken by the mining company

phase out Norway s reliance on petroleum ex-

and their consultants, indicate that local authori-

traction, and the call for economic activities in

ties are faced with signiicant uncertainty regard-

rural and Northern communities are factors that

ing long term impacts of planning decisions. The

point towards increasing interest in exploiting

duty to ensure a suicient knowledge base as re-

mineral resources. Weighting the need to take

gard environmental issues may therefore be of

into account environmental concerns against

particular importance where an EI“ has not pro-

the interests in providing signiicant opportuni-

vided the information needed section

of the

ties for proitable mineral mining is challenging.

“ct . Where the information remains insuicient,

The Norwegian regulatory and administrative

the precautionary principle would be relevant

regime established to address environmental

both for planning decisions and during EI“ pro-

concerns does not seem to be up to speed with

cesses section of the “ct .

these challenges.

“s to pollution authorities, there is a signiicant lack of knowledge concerning coastal
ecosystems, the efects of processing chemicals
on marine living organisms, as well as the loca-

See, e.g. the decision regarding a zoning plan in the
Nussir case. Relevant documents are available at www.
nussir.no/en_enviro_zoning.php in Norwegian .
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One main weakness is the Norwegian re-

tics of marine waste deposits, we may question

gime s reliance on local authorities in mineral

whether such empowerment and participation

mining cases, since small communities have lim-

are likely to be efective in the sense that they

ited ability to handle complex cases with long-

will ensure high degree of environmental protec-

term impacts in a manner that take appropri-

tion. It seems that the current decision-making

ately into account all relevant interests. “nother

framework favors political freedom of decision-

weakness is the unclear division of competence

makers and promotes bargaining between pub-

between local authorities, mining authorities and

lic authorities and stakeholders with signiicant

environmental authorities. This may increase

interests in the projects. Despite the important

costs of mining companies and fragment the re-

environmental consequences of mineral mining,

sponsibility to ensure that environmental con-

the framework does not signiicantly strengthen

cerns are appropriately addressed. “ third prob-

the position of stakeholders with difuse interests

lem is the extent of devolution of power to public

or weak bargaining power.

authorities without clear duties to impose and
enforce environmental requirements and conditions. This decreases predictability for all stakeholders, increases the possibility of bargaining,
and may thus increase the possibility of lowering
the costs of mining companies, potentially with
environmentally harmful consequences.
Particular problems are associated with marine waste deposits. Many mining projects depend on the availability of such deposits at low
cost. The Norwegian regulatory regime does not
yet relect international commitments and standards. Moreover, public authorities seem willing to make decisions based on weak knowledge
regarding ecosystems and long-term impact of
waste deposits. They also seem to be willing to
make decisions that can cause signiicant damage to ecosystems recognized as being of national importance.
In light of these indings, we may observe
that the Norwegian legislation seems to empower local communities and environmental authorities when it comes to decision-making power
and procedural functions. Moreover, there seems
to be broad rights of participation in decisionmaking processes. However, in light of the high
degree of lexibility under the legislation, the
procedures for planning decisions and environmental impact assessments, and the characteris65

